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Abstract. "Les Choristes" is a French campus theme of the movie, the story of a career, but not into the heart of the story is good teacher and a group of "cattle" between children. The whole movie look down, except for that clean, pure singing, but also make people feel the French unique, delicate feelings, this is a movie full of love fills the air, is a people understand the true meaning of love, the true meaning of education videos. Article on the film seemingly nothing had happened, but in reality the situation skillfully deflected the teachers and students to analyze.

Love is patient and kind. Love bears all things, believes. It does not envy, it does not boast, is not proud, not rude, it does not seek its own, is not easily provoked, thinketh no evil people, do not like injustice, rejoices in the truth. Always hopes, always perseveres. Love never fails.

- From the New Testament Corinthians

Introduction

The film's director Christopher • Bharati flashback way to expand the audience a sunny French countryside scene in 1949 after the war: trail, snow, evergreen trees, but the strong contrast that the name for the "bottom of the pond," the boarding school was old and dilapidated, mottled, even better is also within the school gates railing stood a lone, persistent waiting for the arrival Saturday of a small boy. As Matthew diary written as: "I am confident that your lowest point to the advent of life," "Even the name of the school that which is chosen for me." In fact, for middle-aged people at that time, Matthew, the bottom of the pond homeless unemployed is of course the end point of their lives, but for much abuse in schools is seen as a problem in terms of social juvenile children, then why not their common point at the end of life, so teachers and schools have in common, that is, common low life - the bottom of the pond.

Although Matthew and students together managers - Mr. Hudson is an excellent trumpet player, music despite good person should feelings soft, but the student was sent to do 15 days of campus services are still a common occurrence in after he saw newcomers to Matthew is still a condescending and arrogant way, even in the face of his constant interpretation, he remains an inaccessible gesture to show his authority, and report to the high-sounding reasons - "Shou when is the law here." Of course, under the weight we must resist, for children still students, they can not head-on confrontation with the president, but they also have a children's ghost eye, so they framed the janitor uncle Mark Parsons. When Mark Parsons eye injury, even if intended to remind Ma Xiushan, this case should give Mark Parsons treatment of the eye, but still did not forget Mr. Hassan cast his authority, requiring Matthew "comply with the rules here," students called up.

Then there appeared the first lens group of children, one by one they came from in front of Matthew, but also some provocative look at him, and Matthew's facial expression is always very strange: if you want to hold to smile to show well, only in the face of hostility student he was a little embarrassed, curious, this fact indicates that he and his children's lives intersection began. In the principal's lecture in "action - reaction" is the word first appeared, but Matthew did not know how to place his hands, which in turn is a stark contrast: the face of a group of problem children, Matthew anxious, which of course there are not suited to the new environment, but is also to be understood as a challenge to his humanity, weary behind the self-reflection, his exposure to the margins of education, has been ignored by mainstream society, there is no sense of presence, a sense
of value, and he also realized that the kids were ignored the spiritual world, so he can feel the power of love and tolerance, others more eager words and deeds of self-understanding. He knew these "problem child" in the cynical, vulgar behind is soft and fragile mind, he needs to give these lonely hearts warm, he was afraid he did not fulfill, so we have to feel fear. Then the other hand Hasson president, he was calm and strong, ugly to shift the adult world to the children in the middle - he let them "slander each other", he is good at exploiting their vulnerability "Cancel entertainment activities", "prohibit all foreign visit." . Mr. Hasson is not able to conduct defined as "evil", he just rule-based perspective of rational thinking, but for seven or eight teenage children, high pressure punish such blindly can only return more rebellion and confrontation, resulting in the confiscation of his pack of cigarettes just because the teacher gave left unhealed wounds Mondon, has an "angel face and devil body" Mo Angqi, janitor uncle expose his revenge pranks Legailaike.

Love is Patient

The bottom of the pond emphasis on "action - reaction" rule, and the punishment that is foul, but Matthew opened the door mess child blowing noise when he chose to be patient and calm on the skeleton model, said: "Classroom No smoking, you too. " In fact, this small detail exactly convey Matthew educational philosophy: teachers and students are equal, even for a lifeless skeleton model can also view them as equal. See here think of the new curriculum reform, has always stressed that the main role of students, emphasizing the status of teachers and students in the learning process equal to each other. In fact, this equality of educational philosophy is not a theory, but an innate, when you really love the students know how to love from the heart, and when the natural burst, so here you can see small details Matthew Mr. love is the children's from the heart; so tough when the president comes into the room, Matthew and children once stood on the same fronts do not feel awkward, and he could see the "angel face and devil body "the Mo Angqi this serious man to maintain short order also appears logical.

See how he encouraged the boy in it: "They say cool guy has leadership ability, you should take a look at the performance." Is the boast out boy, and praise the child is an art, because you have to have one pair of discovery kids advantage of eyes. Although other preconceived teacher told him Moang Qi is what kind of person, but apparently not for Matthew he has more biased, but hopes to encourage led him into a good boy.

Matthew threatening to Legailaike to the principal's office, I saw Mr. Hassan twisted a student's ear and hear the screams came after student beaten when he started too harsh a. We appreciate Matthew teacher practices in the treatment of Legailaike event: Let him go to the hospital to take care of the janitor uncle as a punishment. This punishment in addition to love, we need to understand, the more wisdom, his child's psychological needs an accurate understanding and grasp. Matthew education wisdom can be seen everywhere in the film, such as Mo Angqi not like Matthew with his mother to go too close to his head and threw it toward the ink. In this case Matthew did not like everyone else for him to do too much to explain, because the rebellious adolescent children, this kind of thing added insult to injury, he adopted a "cold treatment" approach - the canceled Mo Angqi solo part. Matthew know, when you feel everything has to cherish, will feel when they lose precious. With Mo Angqi feel abandoned, because Matthew choir has always been a collective, if not sing Pino each faction deputy commander will stand while doing so for the Countess show, he only saw it leaning on the pillar. Matthew accurate at this time to seize the opportunity to hand tolerance toward him, so Mo Angqi eyes filled with joy and pride to be forgiven, as Matthew says, "the first time he truly understand gratitude."

Matthew's love for all students is reflected in his patience in: Mo Angqi on the blackboard painted vilify his portrait, he has to go back a good-natured; his prized music was stolen, he also for students to do the cover, claiming that nothing had happened; student from Tulv songs call him, but he and the students sing along, and even boast that they sing nicely, in order to stimulate their interest in learning; when school principals test Pino, he helped him cheat; when Moang Qi's mother to visit him, he would not hurt a poor single mother, she lied to her that he was just a toothache go to the hospital; he "does not tell people that you are here to eat" as a gift to Pino sent
to protect against big boys to bully; other teachers think everything here has a problem, he expressed doubts; he just thought - "I can do nothing for these children"; "I hope that in front of me, etc."

**Love is Some Hope**

The film's director is really hard, the film implied the application of a large number of comparative approach, it runs through a trail - Matthew musical experiment, the psychologists and Mondon tests were compared. Mondon because the teacher did not receive a cigarette in the other arm left a scar difficult to heal, so psychologists determined that the child turns to violence, psychologists need to study his ability to adapt to the new environment; psychologists mouth filled with scientific terms, "Phil Simon test" will be children's intelligence classification of "Huo good test" looks serious and advanced. Look at Matthew's test: each child try to sing a song, and then divided into different parts, even if a song will not send Pino also been entrusted with the task of deputy commander, and do "get score "this great event; the rhythm of each child training; and found Mo Angqi unique sound by chance that his voice is a miracle, it is worth mentioning that this is the second occurrence of the movie" miracle "word, so there has been such a theme song as the background music of the lens: two people silhouette in profile like as there are printed on bright window, point the finger Matthew Mo Angqi head, like Christianity pastor do believers baptism for the lost, the whole screen is filled with a sense of holiness, and the music happens to fall "in the dark light, the light of hope," one of the theme of the movie made a profound interpretation.

Remember the first time Matthew instructor asked the students to write a small piece of paper do? Tiger wanted to have training division, has wanted to be a hot air balloon pilots. Simple and warm, the children in the teacher's guide for the first time under their dreams were seeing, that this time, the teacher will be a seed of hope buried in the heart between them. They sing when you see little face serious expression yet? Eyes really shine, it is only a part of both the child and the unique look; especially Moang Qi, brown-green eyes firm and persistent, full of passion for music; and Matthew himself, then that "children fills me with inspiration," "determine on their own music, a bright future is approaching." At this point the camera appeared in sharp contrast: one is full of enthusiasm for children's music teacher and composer, and the other one is constantly whipping students principal.

Have to admit, the power of music is great, "Winter will soon be over" in the hope of spring songs, happy children play, there is a modicum of success Matthew mold choir of children singing in a kind; even the president of these changes have been conquered, willing to come out from the office, and students play football, successfully took off his own stack paper airplane, janitor uncle also recovered return; and all this contrast is to be treated as science test products, solitary confinement, poor Mondon.

At this time, the two groups seem to have test results: Matthew's choir won the countess recognized the child's eyes filled with hope; and Mondon will set fire to the whole school. Regardless of principals, psychologists know or do not know, recognize or acknowledge that their education is a failure, and Matthew education is successful. I remember in junior high school English teacher once said: There are many definitions of success, for me, as your English teacher, won your favorite to win your love of the English language, is success. And in the film for Matthew, he walked when falling down from the sky paper airplane window is his success.

It is worth mentioning that Matthew left that Saturday, he will look forward to every day can take him home on Saturday, the father of Pino sent away. This is also the intention of the Department director: As long as you have hope, then the miracle is bound to happen. Yes, the film is mentioned twice miracle - the doctor once janitor uncle said a miracle will happen, and another one in Matthew mentioned Mo Angqi diary voice is a miracle - a miracle have been twice verification, Chorus off the winter, ushered in the spring; and Mo Angqi become a great conductor, which is a miracle of education, this is the miracle of love.
Conclusion
Looking at the whole film, "Les Choristes" The whole narrative style gentle, pleasant, reflects the strong French film culture traits borrowed from French critics passage end text: "Unlike the general use of sensational desperately tragic tragedy movies, or exaggerated his best, Funny hilarious comedy, it is a let because of joy and tears of the movie, which also created the new concept of French film, 'sunshine emotional movie'; this is no beauty, violence, no action good movie and commercial elements of murder became French Chicken Soup ......" it is interesting that after the movie aired" as spring thunder, the French choral career mushroomed flourish." Look, this is the power of a movie, this is the power of love.
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